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GW Law Professor Roger Kuhn during less violent times.
)Kuhn Evaluates
Mayday Arrest
On May 3, 1971 Professor Roger
Kuhn of 'the National Law Center was'
arrestedby amemberof the CDU force.
He was then taken to the D.C. Jail and
held for nearly seventeen hours.
ProfessorKuhn, like many that day, had
done nothing to causehis arrest, and it
,is doubtful that any of the thousands
arrestedcommitted ~myact deservingof
the treatment accorded them at the
various "detention centers." Professor
Kuhn and others at D.C. Jail got the
best of it. Thousandsmore, at RFK and
later, at the Coliseumand Central Jail,
were not so fortunate. The fol/owing
interview, concerning the eventsof that
dsv, took place on September 20
between Professor Kuhn and Edward
Kiley of the AD VOCATEstaff.
ADVOCATE': Prof. Kuhn, could you
briefly describe the circumstances of
your arrest on May 30f this year?
PROF. KUHN: Yes, I was standing in
front of the Student Center on 21st
Street, with a "Legal Observer"
armband over my dark blue suit, when I
was approached by an officer of the
CDU. He bumped into me and then
grabbed me saying, "Buddy, you can't
bump into me like that." Then he
simply dragged me off to a waiting bus
for perhaps twenty minutes while it
filled up with others who were being
arrested. During the time I was in the
bus I heard an announcement on a
bullhorn that the area was being cleared
and that anyone found on the streets
thereafter would be arrested. The bus
then took us to the D.C. Jail where we
joined perhaps 1400 to 1500 other
people who had been arrested earlier in
'the day. We were placed in ~ne of the
(See KUHN, p, 2)
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Bicycle Protection
Inadequate
by Dennis P. Koehler
Any ,close-in commuter to
The National Law Center who
has recently decided to chuck
the whole mind-blowing
driving/parking business and buy
a bicycle for the ride to school
can attest to a rare phenomenon
of the Nixon economy: the
incredible boom in the bicycle
business. Orders for new
ten-speed racing bicycles now
take as long as three months to
fill. Special bike lanes have been
set aside on one of the area's
busiest thoroughfares, new
asphalt bicycle paths are being,
created, and more and more
bicycles, are being seen gleefully
skidding around, through and
sometimes even over local rush
hour traffic jams.
The upsurge in the use of this
most healthful and
environmentally non-polluting
mode of transportation has not
failed to reach the LayvCenter,
where more than forty persons
bravely pedal thousands of
dollars worth of three and
ten-speed bikes to classes each
day. They then attach their
bicycles to any available pipe,
railing or sign post (usually by
little $3.00 chains and
padlocks), and enter the law
school to retain for the day the
,gnawing fear that "maybe today
~ill be the day that I get ripped
off." What these and the other
University bicyclists generally
fail to appreciate, however, is
that the University's present
park-at-your-own-risk "policy"
has literally created a series of
treasure troves of the latest in
bicycles, bicycle parts and
equipment, all unsupervised and
literally available for the
pleasure of any amateur or
professional bicycle thief in the
District of Columbia.
Judging by recent experience,
the Law Center's Stockton patio
bike facility seems to be the
most attractive spot on campus,
for ~,lJch activities. Second year
student Greg Hayward, whom
you are likely to see carrying his'-
Gitane ten-speed up the stairs to
classes with him, has already had
two locked 'and chained
ten-speeds stolen from the
Stockton patio. And second year
student Barbara Pariente's
ten-speed Gitane was ripped off
at the same place On the very
first day of classes this year.
These and many other frustrated
bikers will tell you that any ten
year old with a small hand tool
can cut through most of the
(See BIKES, p. 8)
Attica
Reviewed
Last week at New York's
maximum security prison in
Attica, New York, state troopers
shot and killed 41 inmates and
hostages.
The inmates of Attica took
control of the prison to call
attention to the conditions that
existed there under the
wardenship of Vincent Mancusi.
To insure that their demands be
met the prisoners held 38
hostages who worked at the
prison either as guards 'or
administrative .smplovees.. The
inmates dressed the hostages in
prison garb, and kept them
bound for most of the time.
They received the same food and
shelter as the inmates
themselves.
Basic improvement in the
quality of life at the prison was
the purpose of the revolt. The
(See ATTICA, p. 3)
Not'l lawyer's Guild
Strategy Develops
by Gene Mechanic
Confirmi[lg their position as
the liaison between the radical
leftist movement and the
establishment, members of the
National Lawyers Guild met in
Boulder, Colorado from July 28
through August .1.
During the conference the
Guild attempted to develop a
better understanding of itself,
voted .on several resolutions,
including an affirmative vote to
allow legal workers into the
fraternity, and' held seminars
devoted to teaching "new" law.
The lecturers included William
Kunstler, attorney for the
Chicago 7,; Gerry Lefcourt of
the New York Law Commune
and Panther 21- defense; Charles
Gary, attorney for Bobby Seale;
and the newly elected Guild
President Kathy Horaback, the
outspoken lawyer for New
Haven's Ericka Huggins.
As Gerald Gerash, Denver
chairman for the Guild, said,
"The Guild supports humanity."
Gerash feels that the courts are
basically reactionary and are
the last segment of society to
change when change .: is
necessary. The Guild therefore
'wants to exert pressure ori/ the
court system to force it to meet
society's needs.
In the thirties the Guild
brought actions for the labor
unions. In the fifties, during the
McCarthy era, the Guild
defended many who were
accused of being "communists."
Today the Guild, with its
member lawyers, law students,
and now paralegals; gives legal
aid to the peace movement, the
civil rights movement, and to
those who lead a
pover tv-str icken existence.
Gerash believes in the Bill of
Rights and wants to see the
,"reactionary" judicial precedent
Attorney William Kunstler discussing politics at Boulder.
catch up to it.
Despite the festival
atmosphere of the conference
set by the foothills of the purple
Heckles, the freaky-looking
members of the legal community
were faced with many
contradictions between their own
life style, the establishment
work in which they are engaged,
and the political philosophy
which they advocate. Quoting
from the Guild policy statement
summarizes their philosophy
succinctly.
"The Program
Committee recognizes that
fundamental social change
means not only change of
an economic system and
the transfer of political
power, but also the
revolutionizing and
liberating of relationships
between people ...The
question of what precise
role the National Lawyers
'Guild will play in these
struggles is before this
body ot the Guild today.
There is no disagreement
. among us that we are a
body of radicals and
revolutionaries. We are not
simply servants of the
movement. We are radicals
and revolutionaries who
now propose to carry the
struggle for social change
in our lives and our
profession. However, the
National Lawyers Guild
cannot be a revolutionary
organizaiton spearheading
the struggle against the
Ruling Class. As members
of the legal community
our role is to continue to
work within the legal
system in order to
continue to work for basic
'(See GUILD, p. 3)
by Buffy Crow
In 1968,. Richard Nixon
informed us that the crucial
issue was law and order. We were
told that our lives and, even
worse, our property, were in
grave danger. Upon election, Mr.
Nixon was given the opportunity
to correct many of the abuses
·which had resulted in so
appalling a situation. He'
replaced nice-guy Ramsey Clark
with hard-liner John Mitchell,
and introduced any number of
"law and order packages"
including the infamous District
of Columbia Court Reform and
Criminal Procedures Act. And to
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'K,UHN,£romp.l~!---------~------------- ld~~~W~~~~~~~fl behavior or government response to
massive demonstrations. As a matter of
fThe Rh e tori c Turn e d M e 0 f f' Fact, with a number of exceptions, I
believe that the police responded in a
big exercise yards at the jail. conditions, at RFK Stadium, and part of the civil disobedience and the disciplined kind of way. Even though
ADVOCATE: During your time on especially at the Central Lockup very means for dramatizing the-point of I'm suing Jerry Wilson, I think that he's
the street prior to your arrest did you downtown were quite different and view. Rather I found people who had .a good Chief of Police. I suppose that
witness any acts by the police which quite bad. In fact Superior Court Judge come in from out-of-town, New York, the major thing that 1 learned, as I said
could be, termed brutality or Bellson, a day or so later, held that the Michigan, and so on, to disruptthe city, before, was that this was not a peace
over-reaction? conditions at the Central Lockup and these people seemed to be surprised 'de m 0 nstration but was a
PROF. KUHN: Yes, ,I did. I would constituted cruel and unusual ,and offended that they had' been radical-political disruption. Otherwise I
say that by and large, what I witnessed punishment. Finally, it was unnecessary arrested. They kept saying, "How can think the day simply confirmed the
of the regular D.C. police was fairly to lodge wholly false and fictitious they do this?", and "They are violating things that I had already surmised. I
responsible .behavlor, B,ut I did witness charges of criminal conduct against the our constitutional rights." And again, suppose that where the whole day leaves
one episode in which members of the people being detained .. It was not ,this attitude seemed inappropriate to me is that there was a government
CDU chased a demonstrator, knocked necessary to give innocent people the occasion. over-response and an abuse of power
him down, and clubbed him. That took criminal arrest records in order to keep ADVOCATE: Professor Kuhn, then / against the citizen. And the law suit in
place in the little park opposite the traffic flowing. So it seems to me that you would say that the demonstration which lam a plaintiff is, to me, the way'
Adam's Rib Restaurant. clearly there was an over-reaction/that on May Day was definitely not one such an abuse should be challenged, that
ADVOCATE: Moving into broader things were donethat were unnecessary. 'aimed primarily at ending the Viet Nam is, in the courts. I think it is very
areas now, Professor, from your But beyond that I don't want-to try to War, but that it had broader political important that we bring the government
experience during this time and from become an expert on police tactics. connotations? to account in the courts and seek legal
your knowledge of the workings of the, ADVOCATE: In relation to your PROF. KUHN: Yes. To" me, this redress against this kind of abuse of
City and Federal governments, would treatment at the' D.C. Jail, you crowd was clearly a radical-political power.
you say that there were any joint policy mentioned that Corrections officers crowd, and the objective was ADVOCATE: You mentioned earlier
decisions among the White House, the there treated you adequately, Does this radical-political disruption. This was not in the interview that you have begun a
Justice Department, and Chief of Police include food, shelter, etc.? a peace demonstration at all. suit against the Police Department.
Wilson's office? PROF. KUHN: Well, of course, when ADVOCATE: Professor Kuhn, there Could you explain the nature of the suit
PROF. KUHN: Well, 1 don't know 1500 people arrive unexpectedly for have been reports that members of the and its status at the present time?
any more about that than what I read in dinner you can't expect the food to be school administration made efforts to PROF. KUHN.Well, as I say, 15 of us
the newspapers. Members of the Justice of gourmet qualtiy, But we were fed secure the release of yourself and that have instituted, a suit against the City
Department staff were on the streets twice, in the early afternoon and again of Professor Stevenson but that little or Government, the Chief of Police, the
with Chief Wilson during the day of in the early evening. Blankets were nothing was done regarding the students Attorney General, and the Deputy
May 3. The newspapers reported that provided, although there weren't who were picked up in the sweep arrests Attorney General for false arrest,
there had been conferences between enough to keep everyone warm on an on th~ George Washington campus, malicious prosecution, violation of our
W', d D A ' G I unusually' cold ' T t civil rights, and other wrongs. The suitI son an eputy ttorney enera evenmg. en s were PROF. KUHN: i know that Professor
KI ' di , I " f h f provided t bl toil t h ' t d was brought' in federal court because item renst in p anmng or t e events 0 , por a e 01 e s were OIS e Rothschild and Dean Potts came down
M 3 AI ' hi' hid over the fence and h t alleges violation of federally guaranteeday , so, 10 t e aw SUitt at an ,per aps mos to the D.C. Jail to try to get me out.
f h h b h "' h important of all those who we ' rights. The suit is now pending beforeourteen ot ers ave roug t agamst t e , re 10 They knew I was there, I do not know
Chief f Police a d C"ty' government need of medical attention were taken to Judge Pratt, The District Government
I 0 I, n I, whether they had any information as to
th Att G I d th D t D.C. General. The medics there were and the. Chief of Police have note orney enera, an e epu y how many; if any, other law school
Att G I h Permitted to administer tothose in need responded to the complaint in anyorney enera, we now ave people were there. I don't know, for
affidavits from Messrs. Mitchell and 'of help and those whom they said were example, if they knew the names of any way. The Attorney General and Deputy
Kleindienst to the effect that they did in need of professional help were taken Attorney General have filed a motion to, of the students who had been. jailed. Irti t' ti e pe 'ally to the hospital. dismiss on .two grounds: one, that theypa icrpa e 10 mee mqs, s. CI suppose that they were trying to get me
KI ' di . h b f h ADVOCATE: 'What were the were, as a matter of fact, uninvolvetf inern ienst, Wit mem ers 0 ot er out because they were friends of mine
, d d th .D C attitudes of the demonstrators that were the arrests; and two, that as a matter ofexecutive epartments an e .. and they knew that my family might be
Police Department and the Mayor's incarcerated with you. Were they worried about me. Of 'course Professor law, they are immune from liability.
Office. However, they disclaim any angered over being arrested or did they Rothschild was one of the chief The relief we ask is money damages and
ti tl , th I ' f th consider the arrests as ,part of the also the expungement of all arrestpar icrpa Ion In e panning 0 e organizers of "Bust Central", lIIkIichwas
I t M 3 demonstration itself? records as well as a judicial declarationactua arres s on ay , designed to help get all demonstrators
PROF KUHN 1 ' that the arrests are totally without legalADVOCATE: Given the situation of . : would like to out of jail. So far as the acts of the
h effect, so that any of us asked- in theMay Day, in your opinion,' what might, answer t at in two ways. In the first administration are concerned, I would future whether he has ever been arrested
the police have done in order to handle ,place, I heard almost no comment on like' to make one comment. Thehi V' N W can answer in the nega,tive. So the status"the demonstration better? t e let am' ar, There seemed to be University knew there' would be
f of the suit is that we are preparing ourPROF. KUHN: Well, I don't purport no eeling that this was a demonstration demonstrations, and arrests. They brief in opposition to the motion to
to be an expert in police tactics and to try to bring that war to a quick close nevertheless' decided to keep the dismiss. But this is the sort of case that
Planning, but a couple of things are and get American troops home. Instead, university open and hold classes. Now II moves very slowly.fairly clear to me. One is that it was not heard many statements to the effect don't quarrel with, that decision, but
h ' ~DVOCATE: What action would younecessary to' continue arresting people t at we were in a concentration camp of when students that were corninq to the recommend for students arrested on
indiscriminately at 10:30 a.rn., which is a fascist state. The demonstrators would University and were on campus 'to May Day who wish to have their arrest
when most of the ,people around the ask me if I was now radicalized and did attend classes were arrested, it seems to. " record expunged?
campus were arrested. By that time I realize that we werein a fascist state. 1 me that it behoov ed the University to PROF. KUHN: The attorneys who
everybody who was planning to go to must say these comments turned me try to get them out of J'ail and to give are handling the suit just referred to will
work that day had already gotten to off. I knowpeople who have been in them assistance in resisting and handle additional suits on behalf of
work. There was no longer a threat of real concentration camps and I also removing the criminal charges levied individuals who were not part of the
disruption of traffic. Another thing that know something of the way black against them. The University has done demonstration but were nevertheless
is clear is that it was unnecessary, in demonstrators have been treated in the nothing at all in that direction.
S h arrested. In addition, the Washingtonorder to keep traffic flowing, to hold out. The treatment we were getting ADVO,CATE: Professor. Kuhn,. I b chapter of the ACLU will be filing a
people in detention for 18, 24, or 36 simp yore no comparison whatsoever through your experiences in connection,
h class action in which, I believe, they willhours. It was also unnecessary to hold to t ose situations. So, as I say, the with the May .Dav protests and your
h ' ki ask for expungement of arrest records insome of them under conditions which r etoric kind of turned me off. Also, arrest and detention, what, if anything,
h addition to other relief. That action will
Were inhumane at best. Out at the D.C. t ere was no feeling that this was a has changed in regar,d to your own 'probsblvbe filed by Professor MonroeJail we were reasonably well treated by demonstration of civil disobedience. political awareness? ' Freedman on behalf of the ACLU. Sothe Department of Corrections That is to say, there was no feel ing that PROF. KUHN: I really don't think
h either of these is a possible avenue ofpersonnel that had custody of us. But t e arrests and detention were in fact that I learned anything on May Day that relief.
R · ' t· f J t · ' B I k -co-n-fr-o-n-ta-t-io-n-.------7~:.!..:....-m-a-k-e-a-n-o-t-he-r-no-m-in-a-t-io-n-t-o':"t-h-eeSI9na Ion 0 'U SIC e a C : The resignation of Justice Supreme Court., Nixon will be
Black provides Mr. Nixon with able to consolidate his position.
law' and Order, Rev·ls·lte'd theopportunityofreallymaking The press tells us he hasn'this program a success. Black, forgot the South. The New Yorkoriginally a member of the Ku Times even mentioned the
Klux Klan, turned out to be one possibility of an' Agnew
of the "liberals" of the Supreme nomination, which would seem
Court, and was largely consistent like a joke if we hadn't been
in that respect, in spite of some forewarned by Carswell. At any
rather strict views on rate, Nixon wil,l ,have his,
wire-tapping, etc. His resignation legislation, and he will have a
will enable Nixon to create a Court which is most likely to
"law and order majority" in the uphold the constitutional
Court. Already, the trend of the restrictions of that legislation.
law, particularly in Nixon's And when all this results in no
crime legislation,- is towards serious" reduction of crime, it
severe curtailment of civil' will be argued that the
liberties. No-knock, wire-tapping restrictions did not go far
and preventive detention all are enough and we need additional
considerable restrictions on the restrictions.
freedom of the individual and All in all, the picture is pretty
violative of his constitutional bleak. So, tighten up your belts,
rights. With the opportunity to folks-the times are hurtin',
implement his programs and
. reforms, he set out to create a
new Supreme Court, overcoming
such obstacles as a recalcitrant
Congress and a most
uncooperative press, to make it
on the third try with Chief
Justice Burger.
MIRANDA CRIPPLED
The Burger Court was and is
intended to straighten out the
American Judiciary by reversing
the tendency of the Warren
Court towards leniency and
laxity. Up until Justice Black's
resignation the result was pretty
much as expected. The new
Court has shown some liberality
in regard to poor people,
particularly in the area of bail,
by invalidating laws which
require indigents to go, to jail
when they are unable to pay
their fines. On the other hand, it
has severely crippled the effect
of "Miranda" by allowing the
use of statements obtained from
the defendant in violation of the
"Miranda" rules for the purpose,
of impeaching his credibility. It
has also reversed the trend of the
Warren Court by considerably
reducing the scope and effect of
those rights which are protected
by the 6th Amendment rght to
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G U I LD, fro m p. 1 Unfortunately, in the Guild's
Id
viewpoint, it is the governmentG u i Lawy' e rs Rev·,ew Ta cti cs who has brought all the actions,perpetually placing the
'social change. Because we prosecution in Lefcourt's case view-point the most blatant movement and its lawyers on the
are conscious radicals and was successful-Panthers were example of government defensive.
revolutionaries, working kept in jail for two years and the oppression exists in the police Other seminars given,
within the legal system New York chapter was informer. Lefcourt stressed the concerned prisoner's right--a
and fighting for social destroyed. "The only possibility necessity to demonstrate that topic high on the Guild's list of
c han g ear e not of any type of success in the informer is not a neutral priorities, grand juries, Chicano
contradictory functions; trial work lies' in party, but is often a liberation, legal education,
Thus the Guild member sometimes getting fair schizophrenic personality torn working people and the
occupies that sensitive ground juries. But trials, whether between his people and their economy, gay liberation,
be tw e e n a movement 'you win or lose, are always needs and his job as a police destruction of the environment,
r e vo I utionary and an self-defeating. Movements informer. Once the jury realizes the activist G.I., women and the
establishment professional. His are destroyed in the that the informer is more of a law, alternative forms of
mind is close .to that of a process, although lives policeman than a member of the practicing law-law communes,
movement revolutionary, in may be saved. Most of the party to which he belongs, they and the struggle against
relation to his metaphysical defeats result from people asserted, the informer's repression.
desires for social justice and collapsing in jail. They credibility will be dissolved. Following the two days of
destruction of repressive take our people and work seminars the Guild passed a
H
hl h Kunstler attempted to resolve series of resolutions supportinq
systems. owever, IS actions . on t em, and we do not some of the contradictions the phllosophles espoused. Legal
are often on the same plane as prepare our people to be '
the 'establishment lawyer. Guild worked on. We don't get Involved in the radical lawyer's workers, including legal
Iuse of "reactionary" 'court,' secretaries and paralegals, were,
attorneys are empathizers with to the jails on time ..•We -
the movement,· not movement must work on solidarity system by suggesting that the admitted into the Guild as full
H h
purpose of a trial, once the members. Resolutions were
,revolutionaries themselves. e w en the state oppresses.
uses the same system of justice Then we will have fewer government has brought an adopted supporting the working
'd action, is to educate a class struggles, desires of the
and by using It supports an informers and fewer population. Thus the court, G
reinforces, the system's strength. leaks." system can be used as a forum to uild's Women Caucus, rights of
He will argue that his skills are educate people, even if its value homosexuals,dissemination of
needed to keep the movement Setting aside the philosophical ,as an equitable and just legal' information to those
alive in the world that presently issues of the lawyer and his institution is negligible. The sub-poenaed by anti-movement
exists. Others will rebut this position as a "revolutionary," court system wilt become a stage grand juries, voir-dire
with arguments that the use of the Guild convention, through where the actors can espouse examination of prospective
his skills presents a false image many seminars, presented the their political viewpoints; jurors, and, the rights of
that the, judicial system works'. current avenues taken by The political lawyers were in prisoners to live in a respectable
Kunstler argues that the system member lawyers towards basic agreement that the environment. The 'Guild also
does not work, and a lawyer's maintaining the strength of the political 'issues involved in a trial voiced concern over traditional
ability ,to communicate ideas leftist movement. ' should be illuminated as much as legal education,the nature of
must begin before arrests are In the best attended seminar, possible. Lefcourt said that a the juvenile court system, and
made, Kunstler, Lefcourt, Roraback, lawyer "should not attempt to . the need to educate· the
During the seminar on "Trial Houston attorney Conrad make an angel out of a Panther." community of their legal rights.
Tactics," Kunstler reminded the Cunningham, and old-time labor He continued that "the
audience that despite the union lawyer Ben Smith government must be placed on
acquittal of the defendants, the discussed trial tactics. From their trial, not the defendant,"
.; ,"._,
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ATTICA, .
from p.l
Gov't Action
Criticized
demands included being paid the
minimum wage for their labor,
having their mail not censored,
being able to communicate with
the outside at their own
expense, being fed a better
dlet-dess pork, more fresh fruit,
'being given less cell time and
more recreational time and
having an omsbudsman for
prisoners' grievances.
A citizens' committee was
!requested by the prisoners to
. negotiate their demands with the
prison authorities. Members
included ~New York Times
Editor Tom Wicker, Bobby
Seale, U.S. Representative
Herman Badillo" William
Kunstler, Wyatt T. Walker, aide
to the late Martin Luther King,
and New York State Senator
John Dunne.
As the negotiations progressed
.two new demands were added:
removal of tough Vincent
Mancusi as warden, and amnesty
for all of the rioting prisoners.
At this stage, which was the
second day of the uprising, there
appeared to be movement
,towards a conciliation.
Corrections Chief Russell
Oswald accepted all of the
demands except two-the
removal of Mancusi and
amnesty. By "accept" Oswald
meant that he would recomment
. that the state legislature pass on
the demands. The refusal to
accept the two demands which
meant the most to the prisoners
combined with Oswald's lack of
a uthoritv to grant the
improvements, forced the
prisoners to ask that Governer
Nelson Rockefeller come to the
prison and discuss the issues
involved. Rockefeller refused,
saying, '" would not grant
'amnesty even if I could because
to do so would undermine the
very essence of our free
societv-sthe fair and impartial
application of the law:' Attica
iState Prison is .the maximum,
security institution of New York
State. New York State 80 per
cent white and 20 per cent black
and Puerto Rican. 'Attica State
iPrison is 95 per cent black and
Puerto Rican and 5 per, cent
,white. All guards at Attica are
white. .
On September 12, reports
were circulated to the press that
a guard who had died from head
injuries was pushed through a
second story window to the
prison yard below. Also
circulated were reports that all
windows have bars. Also
·circulated were reports that
hostages' throats has been slit.
Prison authorities from all over
the state urged Oswald to cut off
negotiations and to storm the
prison. The Citizens' Committee
urqed Oswald to wait, feeling
that a few more days of
negotiations would save all lives.
The Committee also denied, that'
hostages' throats had been slit
and so informed Oswald. In spite
of this Osward decided that the
state could no longer negotiate.
Thus on September 13, State
Police sharpshooters stormed the
prison and killed 41 people,
. After the killings it was alleged
by the prison authorities that
eight hostages were killed by
having had their throats slit.
Oswals assured the public that
no shots were fired until the first
hostage's throat had been slit.
Three medical examiners proved
.thisto be untrue. All eight, said,
the examiners, had died of
gunshot wounds. The inmates,
a ccording to National
Guardsmen, had no guns. The
throat slashing information now
has no source.
The falsehood of the initial
government information has
given strength to those who
argued that there were no
snipers at Jackson State and
Kent State,
The government's credibility
gap has now widened, to new
dimensions, During the past few
years there have been numerous
cases where local, state, and
nat ion. a I g 0 v ern men t
informaiton to the public has
proved to be untrue. The free
flow of accurate information is
essential to the functioning of a
participatory democracy. Those
entrusted with protecting the
democratic rights of American
citizens have all too often,
according. to many critics,
abrogated their responsibilities
in order to protect their own
individual interests. The failure
of self-serving prison officials to
protect the constitutional rights
of prisoners has not only been to
the detriment of the prisoners as
citizens,but also to the
detriment of every American
citizen who walks the streets.
Rockefeller, ~fter the killings,
said, "The tragedy was brought
on by the highly organized
tactics of militants who rejected
all efforts at a peaceful
settlement. .. 1 have ordered a full
investigation of all factors
leading to this uprising,
including the role that outside
forces would appeared to have
•played."
After the massacre,President
Richard Nixon called
Rockefeller and congratulated
him for the handling of the
Attica rebellion.
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Editorials
Thoughts After Attica
The Attica Rebellion has once again reminded Americans that,
while continuing on the path of military and macroeconomic
power, it has overlooked a malignant sickness within its basic
foundation. This fact must be highlighted among members of the
legal community. Lawyers have, since this country's inception, been
the leading contributors to the policies and formulas which establish
the philosophy of this nation.
It~was _not the thouqhts of evil men which brought us Attica.
On the contrary, the men responsible for the debacle most likely
felt that their actions would protect the' American system from
those who wished to destroy it. Attica occurred because out leaders
and citizens have misunderstood the reasons why crimes are
committed. The hypothesis has been with us too long that those
who commit crimes are those who have gone bad in a society that is
good and righteous.
Our concern with what we consider to be Our own individual
welfare has actually been to our detriment. We no longer live in an
agrarian society where our next neighbor is two miles down the dirt
road. Out individual welfare cannot be protected in 1971 by going
to Walden Pond, for there are other people wherever we turn, whos.e
interests may very well be different from our own. Crimes are
committed because too many of us have failed to take the interests
of others into consideration. This failure has lead to poverty, war
and greed, which have in turn produced crime. Crime is committed
by those who lose out in the interest struggle. They have little
recourse but to go beyond what the system considers permissible in
order to obtain what may already have, and there is an excellent
liklihood that their. crimes will be committed against those who
have won out in the self-interest struggle.
Thus, very suddenly the winners are no longer winners. We
cannot keep all those who may try to harm us behind prisons walls,
to be forever forgotten. More interest struggle losers are born each
day and their fathers will eventually return to the outside world to
join them in"their extra-system search. Each of us especially those
who understand the laws of the nation, must immediately devote a
portion of our resources to discover the best method towards
creating a more equitable system where crime will seem
unnecessary to nearly all. This means some individual sacrifice in
our own interests. Unless we assimilate the concept of the interests of
all rather than the interests of one into our society, the inevitable
result can only be total disaster for all.
The Majority Minority
As an institution of law, this school should be in the front of the
struggle to extend equal protection of the laws to all people.
For most women entering the law school it is the -first time that
they are made keenly aware of the fact that their actual status is
that of a minority, while in absolute numbers they constitute a
majority of the people in the nation.
The Administration is all male, and they have hired a nearly all
male faculty which in turn instructs a predominatly male student
body. The effect of this over-weighted distribution creates a unique
ambiance which pervades the entire student life of the institution.
In this atmosphere, professors feel free to use women as brunt of
their joke. In this atmosphere the majority of students feel
comfortable in actively participating in the disparagement of a
"minority" class in a manner which they would find repugnant if
directed toward any other minority groups.
This climate is perpetuated when professors use hvpothetieals in
which men are almost always featured. If women are featured at all,
it is only within the context of stereotyped roles.
These are only symptoms of a deep-rooted cultural bias which a
center of law has not only the opportunity but the obligation to
counter. '
There are a number of substantive areas which need immediate
improvement:
1. Affirmative recruitment of female students:
2. Affirmative recruitment of female faculty members.
3. An investigation of the Placement Office's practice of allowing
employers who discriminate to utilize the placement facilities.
The NCL bears first responsibility for taking these steps. It is
up to all members of the law school community to work together
using their legal skills and political savvy to hasten these changes.
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GU Law Counter- Dedicators
Stress Legal Education' Reform
by CJ.iff Fridkis
The recent controversy at
Georgetown University Law
School over who should dedicate
the new complex and to what,
points up the increasing schism
in the law between activism and
tradition. Such a dichotomy will
come as a surprise to many
students around here. This is
unfortunate, for there is a choice
of rolls each of us must make as
'we enter the legal profession. It
is , this choice which the
Georgetown dedication shows so
clearly.
In announcing the alternate
dedication to the official one the
student committee said, (M)ost
important of all the Chief
Justice Burger, whose philosophy
. of legal education and negative
attitude toward the use of law as
an instrument of social reform
renders him, in the view of the
ad hoc committee, entirely
inappropriate and unsuitable to
dedicate an inner-cltv law school
with a major responsibility to
train young advocates for social
justice:'
The counter dedication
speakers, who all seemed to have
Attica on their minds, had little
, trouble espousing this view ..
Attorney William Kuntsler
by David Kaufman
Your Deans
Dean Kramer: The "Shadow."
Often mistaken for the school
janitor. Dean Kirkpatrik: Easy
to spot in three-piece suit, bow
tie and crewcut. Do not, under
any circumstances, call him
"Wally." Dean Potts: 01'
Houqh-and-Headv. Seems more
like a forest ranger than a law
professor. Dean Nash: Formerly
of Crosby, Stills and Nash.
Your law school facilities
Room 10: The Yankee
Stadium of the Law School.
Great view if you're not sitting
behind a pole. The passageway
linking Bacon and Stockton
Halls: between Scylla and
Charybdis. Student Lounge:
Please don't eat the donuts.
Women's Lounge: I've never
been in there myself, but I've
heard some wild stories. Men's
lounges: Otherwise known as
bathrooms. Grafitti far below
law school standards.
who had just come from Attica
said the law center should be
dedicated to those who had died
for social change:". . .along
Highway 80 near Selma. . .at
Jackson State, Kent State,
Vietnam - north and south - to
the dead in the swamps of
Mississippi and the hills of
Georgia. It's all the same:'
Marion Barry, director of
Pride, Inc., called the ceremony
inside at which the Chief Justice
spoke, "irrelevant" compared to
the street dedication. He went
on to point out the lawyers'
responsibility to the blacks and
poor who surround the new
school. Then he asked, "If
lawyers don't change the system
of law who will do it?"
Professor Arthur Kinoy of
Rutgers Law School said, "Chief
Justice Burger has told law
professors to teach civility to
law students. Who is to teach
civility to the governor of the
state of New York?· W10is to
teach civility to the state
troopers who went into '(Attica)
to shoot down, as they said to
reporters, 'niggers'?" He went on
to say that law schools must
inspire young people to be
courageous champions of the
rights of the people.
However, it was AI Ross, GU
student bar president who
summed up the spirit of the
counterdedication best. He said:
"The penal system is not alone.
All the institutions of the law
are in crisis. And we students
ask: where are the leaders of the
bar. What have they done? IMlat
are they doingnow to repair
the fundamental defects in the
legal system and its processes; to
bring a larger measure of justice
to its administration; to rectify
the wrongs done in the name of
justice?"
"We students believe that this
law center should be dedicated
to basic changes and reforms in
the institutions' of the law so
they will, in fact,become
. instruments of justice. . .. We
would dedicate this law school
to enlargement, not restriction,
of the Bill of Rights; to the
eradication of sexism, racism
and poverty; and the injustices
and descrimination which are
their inevitable companions: to
the utilization of law as a
process for acheiving orderly and
responsible social change; to the
education of lawyers who will
never forget that the law exists
to serve the people, to protect
their rights and liberties, and to
do justice."
Advice To-the 1st Yr.
Law Student
area-but people will talk. Black's Law Dictionary:
.Llbrarv "groupies": Can spot Everyone's got to have one - _
them a mile away-reading their but once you've got one what do
Elementary Ed books with one you do with it?
eye while eyeing the local talent,
with the other. Will attack
anything in pants carrying a law
book. Corpus Juris Secundum:
A cite for sore eyes.
Study aids
Canned briefs: When called
upon to recite read aloud slowly,
as if tryjng to decipher your
notes. Carry cyanide for quick
destruct should professor find
out. Martin Ziontz, LL.B: Helps
you understand the cases-if you
can understand Marty's system
of . abbreviations. Marty's
gratuitous comments on the law
make for great party
conversation. Gilbert's: Gives a
broad course overview, not
geared to any specific casebook.
Usually cites all the cases you
didn1 read-and omits all the
cases ~ou did read.
H 0 r ri boo k s : To' be
Your law library distinguished from "Fanny Hill"
The basement: Heavy. A day and "Candy" which are
in the basement is like a day hornvbooks. Such notables as
without sunshine. The second "Simpson on Contracts" and
floor glass barrier: Our own "Prosser on Torts" about as
Gardol Shield. Designed to keep . helpful as "Wayne Newton on
conversation out of the stud Singing:" . .
''WHAT DO YOU THIN~,RALPH. fBI OR fkOSH ?'
Lerner's Bookstore: The only
game in town for study aids.
Unbelievable - ripoff.
Classroom hints
The Socratic dialogue: Can a
mere law student have a dialogue.
with God? Tune in for our next
exciting episode. Class
recitation: Just to make sure
you read the case. Written brief:
Strengthens your fingers,
weakens your mind. Note-taking
in class: Important that you take
down the Gospel according to
your professor so you can throw
it back at him on the final.
First term courses
TOJ1s: What is a "tort"?
Well...a tort is a tort is a tort.
Contracts: The big K'stands for
Contract. Criminal Law: Your
professor may condemn rape
and sodomy, but he sure enjoys
talking about it. Legal Research
and Writing: Burst into the
library singing, "Getting to
know you, getting to know all
about you:'
GW Institutions
Law Review: The carrot at
.the end of the first year stick.
Legal fraternities: Our own Elks'
clubs. Mrs. Hiner, Mrs. Porter:
The ones who really run the
school. Jeanne Quiqley Svikhart:
Truly a GW institution. You
don't say, "I'm going to the
Placement Office;" you say,
"I'm going to see Jeanne."
Christmas vacation: Your study
. period. First year sections: The
Alphabet Lottery. Your last
name goes a long way towards
determining your first year
average.
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Religion Professor Assoils Abortion
by Sonya A. Quitslund re-educating human attitudes of, Iife while abortion work of Dachau or Mylai as
EDITOR'S NOTE: The and, values: "A new ethic for contemplates the destruction of ·humanizing?Doctors and nurses
following article was written in medicine and society" projects a. life already existing. In their are trained to save lives. Does
response to an article by Cynthia; the erosion in the West of the conclusion they declared that anyone have the right to risk
Edgar entitled "Abortion: A value of human life: North Carolina has the dehumanizing or desensitizing
Legal Right." Ms. Edgar's article Now her e j s the constitutional right and them purely for the sake of
appeared in the March 29, 1971 erosion more evident than obligation to protect the convenience?
issue of the ADVOCA TE. Ms. in the area of abortion. inalienable right of the fetus to The pregnant woman is not the
. Edgar, a 1971 graduate of the Since the old ethic has life. only one with rights. Nor is the
Law Center, will respond to Ms. not yet been fully Behind these 2 basic fetus. Both belong to a broader
Quitslund's article in the next displaced it has been questions: when does human life world, the human society, which
edition of this newspaper. necessary to separate the begin and is abortion just also has a voice in the matter.
We live in a strange society, a idea of abortion from the a not her for m 0 f The only rights we hear about in
society increasingly motivated idea of killing, which contraception-lie some Miss Edgar's article are those of
by personal convenience, a continues to be socially fundamental issues' that are the woman. What rights are so
society in which the concept of abhorrent. The result has frequently missed in the important that I can sacrifice the
sacrifice has all but vanished; We been 'a careful avoidance exchanges betwen pro and anti life of my own flesh and blood
are quick to protest the violation of the scientific fact, abortion proponents. What who potentialities I do not even
of our .rlghts, vociferous in our which everyone really constitutes a human existence? know? What' rights are so
demands for freedom and the knows, that human life How does abortion contribute to ' imperative that I' can risk
pursuit of happiness. But, .how begins at conception and the dignity and quality of the destroying others? MY RIGHT U
many are ready to take a serious is .cont lnuous whether human lives involved? TO MAKE MONEY, TO BE,S'
stand for' someone else's rights, intra or extra, uterine The so-called population FREE AND TO DISPOSE OF
to make a sacrifice for their life, until death. The very problem might be more aptly MY BODY AS'I SEE, FIT! Are by Dave Cooper'
liberty and pursuit of happiness? co n s ider ab le semantic termed a problem of the proper these values adequate as the "You know, that building's an
People tire of protesting for the gymnastics which are distribution of wealth. Abortion foundation on which to build a iceberg," my acquaintace and a
civil rights of others. Peace required. to rationalize does nothing to solve this. Our fulfilled female life? Washington resident 'of many
rallies are more attractive when abortion as anything but American society spends $1.5 Abortion clinics stress, the years had spoken' up
the weather is nice. In the end, taking a human life million a day in rental costs to positive, the emotional relief to suddenly-as winos often
pragmatism usually wins' out ,would be ludicrous if store food and $4 billion a year the unfortunate girl. We ask that do-and jerked his thumb at the
over high ideals and we find we they were not often put not to use land, plus billions to girl, and her boyfriend too, to FBI building going up on
have been following a double fo r t'h under socially place a man on the moon. Surely . pause just for one moment and Pennsylvania Avenue. "More
standard. We support inpeccable auspices. It is it Can come up with a better' to think about the quality of life below the ground than above:'
movements so long as they do suggested that this sol ution to .unwanted such a philosophy endorses. It is He cackled his hoarse, alkie
not infringe unduly on our own schizophrenic sort of pregnancies than abortion on a commitment to convenience laugh, "Tells us something about
convenience, on our conception subterfuge is necessary. demand. andto self. It is no commitment the F.B.of I.,don't it?"
of our own personal rights and because while a new ethic Among the motives that may to the, quality of life of anyone His wine-dimmed brain had
goals. is being accepted the old - enter into 'a decision to abort we other than the pregnant woman. caught on to an idea I hadn't
This is particularly true in the - one has not yet been must recognize the very definite If she were reallv -concerned considered. A building mirrors
current abortion debate. No one rejected. (editorial reprint cultural thrust in the direction about the so-called "population the builder; it's all .out front-a
denies pregnancies can be quite CALIFORNIA MEDICINE, of self-centeredness. Abortion problem" then she might have record of his mentality in glass
inconvenient, even dangerous. vol. 133, no. 3, pp, offers no lasting remedy to the' avoided pregnancy altogether. and concrete.
But the risks involved do not 67-68, Sept. 1967). problems created' by these ,While contaceptives fail to solve Consider the centerpiece of
permit a responsible person from Even the American birth attitudes." rtis siinplya violent the deeper problem of' sexual the law school's mock-colonial
glossing over the issues raised by control movement originally stop gap measure. It is therefore / exploitation, they are at least campus, the library. It's
liberalized abortion policies nor recognized the unborn baby was doubtful that ,liberalized effective in avoidinq the red-brick glory soars five almost,
the threat they pose to the very a human being with the same abortion laws will help a people necessity of abortion is used windowless stories, the fourth
fibre of modern society. Of the rights as you or I: to become a society of mature, consistently. For this reason and fifth floors jutting out like
many facets one could discuss . , Any means responsible adults identifiable by alone they are certainly less blockhouses: impregnable,
we prefer to focus on two points used to keep the male and' their sensitivity to the true objectionable than abortion. lnacessible, fortress-like. No one
touched on in the recent female elements from ingredients of authentic human But is sex the only means of but US inside to keep THEM
ADVOCATE article (Vol. 2, N. uniting is a preventive or existence and their acceptance expressing love, even deep love? away.
10, March 29, 1970): ' contraceptive. But,. when of the, concept of responsible And does abortion thereby Well and good, there IS a legal
1. the question of the once fertilization has taken parenthood. become a part of love? If' profession, with rather difficult
existence of human life in the place. then all the It is not only the right ot life abortion is to become the barriers to admission and we are
womb. Can it be debated in a possibilities of a new soul,a of the fetus that concerns us. It accepted follow-up on love, then set apart by our 'knowledge'.,
purely subjective context of new individual, are opened is the impact of an abortion on love becomes about the most People must come tous for legal
one's own 'morality qr up, and an ,individual life is the, "survivors:' We refer not debased and inhuman reality advice and expect to pay for it
philosophy? Is fetal life a totally started that should be only to the potential parents but imaginable. Love become as welL So perhaps the building
non-human form of life? covered' by the same to the professionals and synonymous with violence and reflects a truth about the legal
The A DV 0 C ATE article protective laws that cover non-professionals involved as self-indulgence rather than the profession and its relationship to
presumes it is. all human beings ...And I say well. It is here that we come to expression of something deeply the outside world. But once you
2. can contaceptive arguments again that from the time the an issue which- goes a step personal and beautiful. The divide the world one way your,
be applied to an abortion ovum is fertilized until the beyond the question of whether responsible act of intercourse find it slicing itself up in a
situation? According to the same infant passes out of the the fetus is human or not. involves a mutual enhancement hundred different ways, pitting
article, state interference in both uterus, any destructive Although all would concede that which, far from demeaning the US against THEM, US against
contraception and abortion interference with it must be the normal' pregnancy will parties involved, exalts them. It THEM, until even what is
constitutes' an invasion of considered abortion, and ultimately produce a human is not an assertion of rights or a piously called the "law sch-ol
privacy. This argument is based ' that abortion should never being, many' justify the violation of rights. community" has broken down
on the Griswald vs Connecticut be necessary, can never be termination of a pregnancy on Perhaps 9 months is a lot to into warring factions. US,
case. moral, and must rarely be the grounds that this potential' give' to the world but even that 9 careful to preserve their control
Although we do not question legal.· (Proceedings of the human has not yet proven months is more like 2 or 3 and prerogatives, exercising
the sincerity of Miss Edgar's First American Birth himself a human and so has no months at the most of lost work. exclusive control over who
article, it seems imperative to Control Conference held at rights. The dogmatism of this For every unwanted caucasian should join their number, and
point out that her position is the Hotel Plaza, New York, view is frightening. While some baby born, 15 couples are THEM, a vast overcrowded mass
contradicted by clear scientific Nov. 11-12, 1921, p. 20. of those immediately involved in waiting to adopt it. When the of students, playing along with
and legal arguments. "Birth Control Not an abortion may sincerely question of abortion comes up, the game, but outsmarting US at
1. The scientific world Abortion", paper presented believe that the fetus is not think of life. Is abortion the best every turn. Fine again, you say,
recognizes that life begins at by Dr. John C. Vaughan.) human, can we be so sure that we can do to improve the at least the lines are drawn, good
conception and for many 2. Abortion is therefore not everyone does? The mental qualitvof life? Will abortion itself to have a little tension, the
scientists -there is no question simply a form of contraception, stability of many war veterans make anyone a better person? courtroom's a battlefield too.
but that this life is truly human. it is the direct and violent taking has been severely affected if not, Perhaps allowing a life already But remember: there is no law
"The birth of human life really of a human life as anyone can destroyed because they were begun to come to term will give school community. Keep that in
occurs at the moment the testify who has seen the actual obliged to kill 'against their the parent a fundamental mind on the next May Day
female's egg cell is fertilized by medical procedure. This better judgment. On the other appreciation of the sacredness of morning when the campus is
one of the male's sperm cells:' dis tin c t ion bet wee n hand, executioners in the death life and of sex. strained through a blue-clad
(L1FE, educational reprint no. contraception and abortion was camps apparently succeeded in Our life was a gift over which police sieve, and twenty-odd law
27, "Life Before Birth", p. 5) very clearly stated when a conditioning themselves to we had no control. It was given students and two professors are
"Life seethes within the federal panel judge in North regard the inmates as not human to us and we were told to live. caught like fish in Wilson's net,
fertilized egg on its 2-3 day Carolina recently rejected a suit and therefore experienced little Who are we now suddenly to and the calls go out, and the
journey down the fallopian which contended that the North or no guilt. . decide who lives and who dies? arrangements are made, and the
tube." (L1FE reprint no. 53 Carolina abortion law was an What kind of society do we Do we want to go down in delegation of law professors
"Moment Life Begins", p.8) unconstitutional invasion of really want? One conditioned to history as cold, calculating arrive at the barbed wire fence
The scientific world also privacy. The judges pointed out regard some forms of clearly people who, for the sake of to cut a hole in the net. It won't
realizes the problem abortionists that contraception is an act human life as not yet or no personal convenience, took lives be THEM who swim free-help
are facing in the matter of which prevents, the conception longer human? Do we regard the that we might have more for only comes from US.
ourselves?
Fifty years from now will
historians view us as morally
enlightened as an age that made
a real break-through in the
unending struggle to enhance the
quality of life? Will the recent
Supreme Court decision
condemning the principle of
abortion on demand become our
guiding principle? We sincerely
hope so..
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'Escape, From Marriage':
by Harold C. Gordon public airing of. personal domestic
"Escape from Marriage." By Donald problems, and the contempt for law
J. Cantor. Wm. Morrow and Co., Inc. engendered by the widespread resort to
170 pages.$4.95. perjury-this state of affairs also
Is your marriage on the rocks? Do you provides the basis for an even greater
feel that the honeymoon is over? Are evil which Mr. Cantor refers to as the
you wondering whatever became of the "strategy of divorce." Inasmuch as
attractive and exciting personality you divorce may only be obtained through
married? If so, and if you are casting the' .adversary process, and as that
about for some means of escape, then process may be manipulated almost at
Donald Cantor's new book is for you. It will by two parties once they have
will not provide you with a handy agreed between themselves to terminate
dandy guide to a painless divorce, but it their marriage, it is then inevitable that
.will 'treat you to a succinct, readable the divorce itself should become an
and sometimes hair-raising account of object of barter between the two
the state of divorce law in this country bickering spouses as they, seek to
today-enough to set your spouse's negotiate the terms on which to base
charms before you in an entirely new their separation.
light and convince you that your In the case of J v, J for example, Mrs.
marriage is worth saving after all. 'J had no grounds for divorce beyond
The chief defect in our present body . the fact that she no longer cared for her
-of divorce law, in Mr. Cantor's view, is husband and desired to marry X with
that we have not removed the divorce . whom she had fallendeeply in love. Mr.
from the rigors of the adversary process. J, however, refused to allow her an
This is true in spite of the fact that the uncontested divorce unless he filed for
overwhelming rnaioritv of divorces it, paid no alimony, and kept custody of
granted in this country are uncontested; their minor child. Ultimately, Mrs. J was
for as Mr. Cantor correctly points out,
these "uncontested" divorces are forcedto accept his terms.
In those states which adhere to such
actually obtained by riggiJ1g the archaic legal principles as condonation
adversary process through the use of or recrimination, the "strategy" may
what' is known as "polite perjury:' sink to the level of brass knuckles.
whereby both spouses invent sufficient Under the doctrine of condonation, for
grounds for divorce to satisfy the law of example, one spouse is presumed totheir particular state with one spouse forgive the prior offense of the other if
agreeing to play the "bad" guy and the two resume marital cohabitation.
default to the "innocent" spouse after a
farce of a trial in which the case takes With this in mind, an erring wife would
do' well to seduce her husband and inonly fifteen minutes to present at most.
Aside from the obvious undesirable the case of C v. C this is exactly what
aspects of such a situation-the undue 'happened. Owing to a lack of funds, Mr.
and Mrs. C were forced to occupy the
burden on our already overloaded same residence even after Mr. C filed for
courts, the embarrassment inherent in a " divorce. Mrs. C took advantage of the
Strategy of Divorce
situation to parade around the house in terms of emotional stress, alimony,
various stages of undress and in the end support payments, and custody
to lure her husband back to the provisions in those cases where there are
marriage' bed. Mr. C. thus lost his children are all ample deterrents to such
grounds for divorce and was ,forced to a development.
pay heavily for it on Mrs. C's terms. In conclusion, it may be said that
Even if the wife is not as successful as while Mr. Cantor may be on thin ice
Mrs. C, she may obtain the same result _when he predicts that the Supreme
by driving her husband into adultery as Court will shortly declare that divorce is
in the case of E v, E. It seems that Mrs. a "right"-basing his prediction on the
E deliberately delayed divorce celebrated "Grizwald v, Connecticut"
proceedings in order to give her private case-and while his civil libertarianism
detectives time to catch Mr. E and his sometimes runs away with him-his
paramour in flagrante delicto. She occasional tirades on abortion, gay lib,
succeeded, in her efforts and the and student power generate
doctrine of recrimination came into considerable heat but shed no light at all
play. This doctrine presumes that the on the subject at hand-it is clear that
wrong of one spouse cancels the wrong on the whole he presents a
of the other and the law in effect well-reasoned, concise, and at times
punishes both of them by leaving them titillating view of his subject and that he
yoked in matrimony. Again, Mr. E was has made a significant contribution to
forced to buy his freedom with a ;--_th_e_l_it_e_ra_t_u_re_o_f_d_iv_o_rc_e_. --.
whopping property settlement.
According to Mr. Cantor, the only
way to eliminate such degrading power
struggles as .these is to remove the
divorce from the field of battle entirely
by providing that anyone who desires a
divorce may obtain one simply by
filing for it. Such a reform, in his
opinion, would protect the privacy of
the parties involved, eliminate "polite
perjury," reduce the demands on our
court system, and relieve some of the
tremendous emotional strain which
accompanies the breakup of a marriage.
In view of the prevalence of
uncontested divorce, it is difficult to
argue with such a proposition. It is true
that at first glance it may appear to be
the harbinger of a ,free love society but
in reality it is hardly that. The great
m.entaland financial cost of divorce in
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1972 Job Market Bleak
Exceptionally keen competition will
again characterize the legal job market
in 1972. The -flourishing market of the
60's, which allowed Law Center
students greater latitude in their job
selection, has fallen prey to an Age of
Austerity. Ever larger graduating classes,
the economic slump, and the uncertain
cipher of the wage-price freeze currently
call for a high degree of individual.
initiative in landing satisfactory
employment for the potential lawyer.
Although personal initiative will be
required in greater measure this year, it
has always been a vital factor in the
graduating student's employment
formula. Excluding the larger firms and
agencies, who rely on more professional
recru iting techniques-probationary
summer ,programs, on-campus
. interviews, a fall recruiting "season," a
hiring partner, advance offers-,the bulk
of employers can be classified as
reluctant recruiters.
The hiring needs of such employers,
whether generated by business volume,
an unexpected. vacancy, or additional
funding. are usually immediate. Their
time is limited. Their approach to hiring
tends to be a highly personal one. They
are receptive to resumes and applicants
only when they have made a tentative
decision to hire. Solicitation takes the
form of word-of-mouth leaked to fellow
colleagues, and recommendations from
same are valued highly. In such a
market. luck. timing, "who you know,"
and "who you've met" often become
Second, there has been a growing sophistication in
the are of objective testing. Objective multi-state
examinations are now given to the degree that it has
demonstrated that ability to test and measure
analytical skills with a high degree of success. The law
'school admissions test and the experience of several
states, especially Florida, in examining bar applicants
through multiple choice questions has weighed heavily
in support of this proposition.
The Multi-State Examination is a one-day test of
.multiple choice questions on five subjects-Contracts,
Criminal Law, Evidence, Real Property and Torts. The
,questions were drafted by five committees of five
persons each, comprised of bar examiners and law
professors, working under the auspices of two hundred
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ViSTA •.......•......•......... 3
, Federal Union 2
Trade Association .........•...... 2
, ' Capitol Hill 2
Graduate Study (Legal) 2
Fellowships 2
Corporate'
Legal 2
Patent 4
, President's Commission ...•........ 3
Non Legal 6
ULI .................•.......... 1
Still Looking '" : 20
I
of practice, expect a choice for
, specialization after one or two years.
The unorganized recruitment
procedures of the legal profession
operate unmindful of the prospective
attorney's lack of experience and
'information, time and money, and of
the geographic restrictions the state bar'
systems impose. As' long as the
, employer is in a buyer's market, one can
expect little change. Still, the fact
remains, that awareness of the rules,
albeit unwritten, of the recruitment
game, used to best advantage, can yield
the position best suited to one's
professional goals.
, 192 Members of the June 1971 Class
Reported the Following Plans: "
Law Firm Practice ..... _.......• .43
Government
Federal ..................•.... 43
State - 7
County 2
52
The remaining subjects on the
'examination will be tested as before for each state
namely one to two days of essay questions in the usual
format. The final grade will be based on both the
objective and essay parts. The weight~of the objective
portions of the examination will, bvand large, be
determined by the individual boards of examiners after
they: receive the resu Its. Each state is free to assign its
own weight to the objective portion of the test.
Similarly, each state will assign its own passing
percentage to that portion of the test.
There is no question but that the Multi-State Exam
, represents one of the most progressive and significant
steps ever taken in bar exam procedure. It appears
likely that more states will join the Multi-State Group
and that the examiners would favor increasing those
subjects tested objectively. It is - not unrealistic to
foresee a national exam made up, almost entirely, of
'objective questions.
The question remains how successful this plan will
be and whether this move will open the door for'
equally progressive action on other fronts.
The following remains uncertain:
Will the states work as diligently in promoting
needed reform in the area of reciprocity?
Would a successful bar candidate in one state be
entitled to full reciprocity in another multistate tester?
Would a candidate, at least, be exempted from
taking the objective section of the exam after
previously passing a bar in another state?
How will the individual law schools react as they
compare the results of their graduates with those from'
law schools all over the country?
Firm Salaries
District of Columbia
Large Firms. : $13,500 to $15,000
Medium Firms 11.000 to 13,000
'Small or Trial Firms 7.500 plus Y:z
business you bring in to $10,000
'Government GS-11 ($12,600)
, Suburban Firms (Va. and Md.) ,
'Unusual $11,000 plus
Average 7,000 to 9,500,
, plus percentage of business
brought in
*Chicago
Largest Firms $14,500
Average ~ 11,000 to 12,000
LEAVING FOR EUROPE
GARAGE SALE
Everything Must Go
_Super Cheap
determining factors in locating a
'position. The lack of a centralized
,source of placement centers and the
reluctance of lawyers' to use them, puts
. the burden on the job seeker to apply
widely in order to maximize his options
, and saleability.
One unfortunate aspect of the hiring
procedure described above centers
around the "immediately" aspect of
most lawyer hiring. Here, an ironic
sequence of events often further reduces
a student's alternatives. Within a few
months prior to graduation. he must
decide on which state bar examination
he will take. Thereafter, his geographic
mobility is determined. He often misses
job openings at this time; he is not
"immediately" available. Openings
current to bar application are not
indicative of where employment may be
found after graduation, when a student
is often limited to applying to the state
for whose bar he has applied.
To add to a student's burdens, one's
first job can often be a career
commitment. Although the recognized Clerkships Miami
bar does not officially acknowledge Federal District - 8 Largest Firms $10,000 to $12,000
specialization, economics discourage State ; 9 ,Smaller Firms .lower figures
personal diversification. In the District County ' 5 New York
of Columbia, specialization lsthe rule, Tax Court _ 1 Wall Street $16,000'
not only in government agencies but in Court of Claims 3 with and without bonus,
the firms who practice - before them. Customs & Patent 1 dependant on firm
Experience in a communications firm 27. '$300/week-summer
will not transfer later to a *These figures from informal survey
corporate-oriented practice> Even the Service Obligation 18 of Placement Officers at meeting of
large firms, who can provide. the young Legal Aid 2 . National, Association for Law
associates with exposure to many areas Public Defender : 1 Placement, August 1971.
Multi-State Bar Exam
To Begin Next Year
by Steven H. Levine questions-forty on each of the five subjects. Each
Regional Director question .consists of a "stem" with four alternative
Bar Review Inc. answers, a "best answer" and three "distractors" .
.On February 23, 1972, the first Multi-State Bar .. Starting Wednesday, Sept. 29, at 5:00
Examination will be given. Virtually every geographic A look at the Torts committee decision on the P.M. through evening. 2115 F Street,
region of our country will participate, from ' N.W. Apartment 203.
Pennsylvania to California and Alaska to Hawaii. The subject should allow students to determine the deqree , iii t:
total number of states which will participate is still of emphasis which the bar examiners have decided il1h:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':::::::":'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::l}
uncertain, but at this writing, the following 24 states should exist for a subject tested on the Multi-State
appear committed with the likelihood of several more Exam: 50%Negligence 20% Intentional Torts 10%
joining by exam time: . Strict Liability and Products Liability including
Illinois, Tennessee, Pennsylvania. California, Breach of Warranty 10% Defamation and Privacy
Vermont, Nevada. 10% Nuisance.
Florida, Utah, Missouri, Hawaii, Ohio, South
Carolina.
New Jersey, Kansas, Wyoming, Oregon; Maine,
Colorado.
Georgia, Washington, Alaska, Kentucky, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island.
This would mean that 'over 8,000 persons would be
affected by the Multi-State Examination this year.
There are numerous conclusions which lead to the
adoption of the Multi-State Examination but they may
generally be listed under two significant factors. First,
the overwhelming pressure of grading bar examination
papers, which is vastly increasing as the number of law
school graduates dramatically increases. Statistics show
that within the next two years the number of bar
applicants will double. The cost factor is staggering as
the majority of bar applicants must wait between one
and four months for bar exam results with additional
time needed for admission. The Multi-State should, of
course, provide results more quickly and facilitate
earlier admission to the bar.
-/
ALL You Can Eat for $2.00
"Sodas Included"
From 11 :30 to 2:30 p.rn,
Mon.· Fri.
Sunday
All you can eat for $3.00
From 3:00 p.m. -,7 p.m,
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
2131 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
2nd floor
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LABEL's Attack On
FDA Effective
by Gary Strausberg .
Last February a group of five G.W.
I~w students filed a petition with the
FDA requesting that "for the purposes
of promoting honesty and fair dealing in
the. interest of the consumer, all food
manufacturers and distributors must list
on the label, in the order of their
predominance, all ingredients which are
contained in their product." The group,
known as LABEL (Law Students
Association for Buyers' Education and
Labeling) was initially conceived in
Professor Banzhaf's course in Unfair
Trade Practices last Fall.
The petition charges that presently
under the FDA Standards of Identity
regulations, food labeling is misleading
and not fully informative. Some
.groducts list no ingredients whatsoever,
while others list only the coloring
. ingredients on their labels. Coke shows
carmel coloring but no mention is made
of the caffeine. This may be crucial since'
caffeine is an allergenic and may also
induce insomnia in young children.
Some products label several of their
ingredients, but neglect to inform the
consumer that this is only a partial
disclosure. For example, Howard
Johnson's Cola lists five ingredients on
its label. The average consumer may
easily interpret this list to be a full
disclosure of all the ingredients
contained in the product. The petition
also points out that pet food labeling is
more informative 'than labeling required
on foods for human consumption.
The FDA had declared that "(Flood
products are labeled with required
information to guide and protect. the
consumer." Stating that FDA
regulations governing Standards of
Identity are not in accord with the
policies and purposes of the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act; LABEL
petitioned that FDA food labeling
procedures be modified to fulfill the
objectives of the Act.
"Under the
present labyrinth of FDA
regulations, the. consumer has no
way to ascertain the ingredients
contained within the product
under a Standard of Identity.
Instead, the Standard of Identity
has become a sanctuary for
hidden ingredients and additives."
Following the filing of the LABEL
petition, Giant Food, the largest
supermarket concern, voluntarily chose
to implement a program of labeling
ingredients on its brand name
products and it has alreadvbequn to do
. so..
In a letter to Dean Kramer, Joseph
Danzansky, President of Giant Food
stated that:
"Giant has agreed to a voluntary
program of labeling product
ingredients of some of our private
label food now covered by FDA
Standards of Identity. This move
by Giant paralleled a petition to
the FDA by the students ..... 1
LABEL members testify before Senate subcommittee. (L-R: Ellis Saul, Gary Laden,
Arthur Koch, Prof. John Banzhaf, Joan L.evy and Louis Kaufman.
wish to commend these students
for their responsible approach to
the reform of the market place ...
Professor Banzhof deserves our
congratulations and warmest
encouragement as he works to
make his students respond to the
needs of today's society .. ."
Rosenthal (D-N.Y.) introduced H.R.
9142 on the House Floor entitled the
Truth in Food Labeling Act. The bill
would amend the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act, integrating a verbatim
copy of the LABEL proposal. The
Congressman highly commended the
GW group for its initiative. Thirty
cosponsors joined the Congressman on
the bill. In cooperation with
Congressman Rosenthal the group hopes
to have hearings conducted by the
House Subcommittee on Public Health
and Environment of the Committee on
Interstate Commerce.
LABEL was not content with
pursuing •."its goal on' the administrative
level only. In order to fully effectuate
its objective the group entered the
legislative area. On March 30, 1971,
LABEL testified ,before the Senate
Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure with Senator
Edward Kennedy presiding ..
LABEL's proposal was published in
the Federal Register on May 12, 1971
inviting the public to comment on the
petition. During the period open for
comments the FDA received over 2000
letters in support of LABEL's proposal
while only about 25 letters of
opposition were received from the food
industry. Arthur Koch, chairman of the
group, expressed much optimism stating
that the large number of favorable
letters is an unusually high number for
any FDA proposal published iii the
Federal Register.
On May 24, 1971 Congressman
BIKES, from p. 1 --::-_---:-_
Bike>Ripoff Worsens
locking devices being used
today, and the serious bicycle
thief equipped with a large bolt
cutter (first popularized locally
by that cigar-chomping, now
g r a-du ate d S . B . A .
"Iocker-liberater" Don Haid) can
quickly cut through all but the
heaviest of case-hardened chains,
cables or locks. The seriousness
of the current situation
campus-wide can hardly be
exaggerated. Bicyclists are now
being forced, literally, to leave
their $100 to $250 bicycles
locked out doors, and as the
demand for bicycles increases,
.the incidence of thefts can only'
rise.
Fortunately, the National
Law Center's administration is
not unsympathetic. On
September 13th, Dean Edward
Potts was presented with. the
situation by the law' center's
most famous bicyclist, Professor
James E. Starrs, and this writer.
Four proposals were discussed at
this meeting: 1) reserving spaces
for bicycles in the Universitv:
Center's underground parking
facility; 2)hiring an attendant
for the already existing 21st and
H Street motorcycle/bicycle
parking lot (now unattended);
3)creating anew facility in or on
the grass strip adjacent.to the
law faculty parking lot on 20th
and H Streets; or4) beefinq up
the Stockton patio facility by
adding another bicycle rack,
flood lights, and 'increased
campus police.foot patrols. Dean
Potts received these proposals
enthusiastically and discussed
them that same day with the
University Parking Committee.
The Committee's. initial'
response to these proposals was
essentially negative. They
claimed that comingling bikes
and autos in existing university
parking facilities would
skyrocket their parking
insurance rates (a contention
Law Center insurance Professor
Louis Schiller finds "unusual"); .
they noted that the grass strip.
between the law faculty parking
lot and the sidewalk on H Street
was now owned by the District,
not the university, and that
.District permission to put a bike
parking lot on that grass strip
would be necessary. The
committee also claimed that a
fee system (a $.10 per day
charge seems reasonable) would
be necessary in order to pay the
salaries of any lot attendant
personnel hired to supervise such
a bike parking facility.
It is obvious that the
University' should recognize its
own best interests in alleviating
the auto parking crush by any
means feasible. After all, as
many as fifteen bikes can be.
. parked in the same space
occupied by a single car. Dean
Potts, undaunted, plans to
present additional proposals to
the University Parking
Committee at their next meeting
(on a date as yet unspecified),
which he hopes will result "in
the only real answer to the
problem": a centrally-located,
campus-wide, supervised bicycle
parking facility. Dean Potts
believes that the vacant lot
between 2013 and 2021 H
Street would be the ideal
location for such a facility. All
that apparently' is needed for
this plan to become reality is
University approval and a zoning
waiver. In the meantime Dean
Kramer has given Potts
permission to order an
additional, larger bicycle rack
for the Stockton patio. Dean
Potts also plans to' install flood
lights and request increased
campus police foot patrols. Dean
Kramer's only reservation about
increasing the Stockton patio
parking capacity is the possible
noise distraction to students, in
classroom 10, a problem which
should not arise if patio use is
restricted to bicycles.
Until the university decides,
then, to develop a campus
bicycle policy and establish
secure park-and-lock facilities,
the Law Center's bikers should
minimize their chances of
personally contributing to the
District's rising bicycle theft rate
by considering, the following
suggestions:
(1) always secure your bike
to an immobile object located in
a well-traveled space. The
Stockton patio, once delivery is
made on the second bike rack
ordered by Dean Potts, should
prove to be adequate from an
unsupervised security
standpoint, until a more secure
facility is created. .
(2) bikers should spend the
extra money on that 5 to 10
pound Schwinn chain and lock
set, or7-foot Masterlock aircraft
cable, both of which cost
between $7 and $15; local
bicycle dealers and hardware
stores say that these
case-hardened steel items
provede the only real security
against the non-professional
thief. The extra hassle of having.
to lug a heavy chain around on
your bike should be more than
compensated for by the.
knowledge that your bike is
more likely to be there when
you leave school for the day.
SBA Activities
by Peggy McAllister
September 13-17, 1971
the' budget committee of SBA
conducted hearings so that
organizations seeking SBA funds
for the 1971-72 school year
could speak in support of their
requested budgets. Final
approval of all budget requests is
expected Thursday, September
30, 1971 beginning at 8:00 p.m.
The room number will be posted
in the law school. All students
are urged to attend.
During the summer I wrote
to the presidents of all
organizations and requested
their budgets for this school
yea r. A II the presidents
responded. Many thanks for
your cooperation .
I wanted to get· an early
start on the budget for this year
because I feel that it deserves
increased attention. One
consideration is the fact that last
year many organizations did not
spend their allocated funds. One
of the reasons for this is that the
money was allocated late in the
first semester. On the other hand
it is hard to justify allocating
funds this year to an
organization which last year
spent only several dollars out of
several hundred .. Not that
organizations should be
penalized for last year, but there
should be some assurance that
all allocated funds will be spent.
In 0 rder that we as
students get the maximum out
of the total SBA budget I will
propose to the assembly for its
approval a new budget plan.
There will be a two step
budget whereby the progress of
organizations will be evaluated
at the beginning of the second
semester. Subsequent funds will
be allocated on the basis of the
performance of the first
semester in terms of benefits to
us and 'our various interests in
the National Law Center. Talk
to your elected representatives
and let them know how you feel
about a budget system based on
performance and merit. The
names and telephone numbers of
representatives are on the SBA
bulletin boards on the first and
second floors of Stockton Hall.
The SBA Assembly will
approve all budget requests.
Thursday, September 30, 1971
beginning at 8:00 p.m. The
room number will be posted in
. the law school.
NEED EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS? My
in-laws are visiting for the
holidays. I want to sublet
your apartment. Will need
two bedrooms, living room
and kitchen. Very reliable
people.' Call Ann,
265-8346. After 8:00
dave's cleaners tt~
Specializing in Solving ALL your 'J~.~.
CLEANING PROBLEMS " 'I ~
Dry Cleaning - Same Day Shirt Service ,
Repairs and Alterations ;
Hours: 2008 Eyesi, N.W.
Daily, 7:30-6:45 pm Washingt'.>n,D'.C.
Sat., 8:00-6:00 pm Tel. 33~-9851
10ro discoulit to all students
